
Snowden-Pencer™

laparoscopic scissors 

360° rotation knob 
Effectively sized, 
contoured and  
located, enables easy 
instrument rotation

Thumb actuation ridges 
Facilitate actuating  
the instrument using  
the thumb

Large double front ring 
Improves handle stability

Ergonomic contouring 
More uniformly distributes pressure 
on user hands, thereby decreasing 
the potential for intraoperative hand 
fatigue

Removable cushioned insert 
Reduces thumb pressure, and 
helps accommodate both 
larger and smaller hands

Gripping flares 
Facilitate palm-grip 
applications



Thread 
tip to shaft

Spread
the handle open

Assemble in three simple steps:
thread, spread, click.

Click 
to engage handle 

Extended insulation helps prevent 
the exposure of any conductive 
metal surfaces

Click-fit tip attachment for easy  
assembly

Cost-effective solution with a new blade each surgery

Switch-Blade reposable scissors with reusable handles and disposable scissor tips help provide superior cutting 

performance. The click-fit scissor tips make them easier to assemble by providing both audible and tactile 

feedback to confirm proper assembly.

Based on the next-generation Snowden-Pencer ring handle design, the Switch-Blade handle sets a new 

standard in comfort for laparoscopic instruments and accommodates both traditional precision-style grip or 

palm grip applications.

Snowden-Pencer™ Switch-Blade™ reposable scissors 

Catalog no. Description Qty

89-5103 Disposable Curved Metz scissor tips
10/box

89-5303 Disposable Curved Mini-Metz scissor tips
10/box

89-5115 Disposable Straight scissor tips
10/box

SP90-1053 Reusable handle and shaft, 36cm, insulated 1 each

SP90-1253 Reusable handle and shaft, 45cm, insulated 1 each

Ordering information
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Perform each surgery with a new blade and insulated shaft

New Snowden-Pencer reposable take-apart scissors provide fresh, sharp scissors and a new insulated shaft 

for each surgery. These features help optimize cutting performance, support sterility and advance product 

safety. Plus, they are easy to take apart and assemble.

Snowden-Pencer reposable take-apart scissors help reduce the need to clean and inspect the shaft and 

insulation. You can be confident in a fresh blade and a sterile, insulated shaft every time.

Snowden-Pencer™ reposable take-apart scissors

Easy assembly and disassembly
To assemble:

• Turn the rotation knob to align it with the electrosurgical post

• Press and hold the assembly/release buttons

• Slide the insert into the rotation knob opening until the nose 

  key is seated in the opening

• Remove your fingers from the buttons, and insert the shaft until  

  you hear an audible snap 

• Actuate the handle to complete assembly

To disassemble:

• Press and hold the assembly/release buttons

• Pull the insert out from the handle.

Assembly/Release buttons

Nose key

A clean cut

Our engineers specifically designed these scissors to withstand demanding surgical conditions.  

The scissors blades have gone through cutting tests on various surgical materials. We also tested the 

blades in mixed cold and hot cutting to simulate real surgical expectations. The scissors tips maintained 

their quality performance while withstanding aggressive surgery of more than 50 total cuts.

Ordering information

Catalog no. Scissors blade description Shaft width Shaft length

SP8301 Curved Metz 5 mm 36 cm

SP8401 Curved Metz 5 mm 45 cm

SP8302 Mini-Metz 5 mm 36 cm

SP8402 Mini-Metz 5 mm 45 cm

SP8303 Hook 5 mm 36 cm

SP8403 Hook 5 mm 45 cm

Catalog no. Description

SP95 Reposable scissors non-ratcheted handle
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To learn more about Snowden-Pencer reposable laparoscopic scissors, contact 
your local sales representative, send an email to GMB-VM-EUROPE@carefusion.com 
or visit carefusion.com/snowdenpencer.

carefusion.com
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